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Abstract—A mobile vehicle equipped with wireless energy transmission technology can move around a wireless sensor network and recharge nodes over the air, leading to potentially perpetual operation if nodes can always be recharged before energy depletion. When to recharge which nodes, and in what order, critically impact the outcome. So far only a few works have studied this problem and relatively static recharging policies were proposed. However, dynamic changes such as unpredictable energy consumption variations in nodes, and practical issues like scalable and efficient gathering of energy information, are not yet addressed. In this paper, we propose NETWRAP, an NDN based Real Time Wireless Recharging Protocol for dynamic recharging in wireless sensor networks. We leverage concepts and mechanisms from NDN (Named Data Networking) to design a set of protocols that continuously gather and deliver energy information to the mobile vehicle, including unpredictable emergencies, in a scalable and efficient manner. We derive analytic results on energy neutral conditions that give rise to perpetual operation. We also discover that optimal recharging of multiple emergencies is an Orienteering problem with Knapsack approximation. Our extensive simulations demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed framework and validate the theoretical analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless energy transmission techniques [1], [2] have great potential to prolong the lifetime of wireless sensor networks. With such techniques, the energy of wireless sensor nodes can be replenished over the air without any wire or plug, and more reliable energy sources can be provided than those from environmental energy harvesting techniques [4], [5]. A mobile energy replenishing vehicle (called SenCar in this paper) can move around and recharge nodes conveniently. The recharging policy - when to recharge which nodes and in what order - critically impacts the efficiency and thus the lifetime of the network.

So far only a few work [8], [9] has studied the recharging policy problem. Basically, nodes report their energy levels periodically, and a centralized algorithm computes a specific order to recharge all nodes in the next cycle. Though commendable first steps, they do not fully consider important practical issues, which severely limit their applicability in a real environment.

First, it takes nontrivial (e.g., 30-60 min) time to recharge a commercial off-the-shelf battery, such that finishing one round of recharging for a network of a few hundred nodes may take several days. During this time the energy levels of nodes may have changed significantly due to unpredictable external events that can trigger extensive activities and quickly drain the battery. The recharging policy computed at the beginning of the cycle is no longer optimal. This can cause energy depletion on some nodes, leading to network disconnection or application failures. Second, the timely, efficient and scalable gathering of energy information of nodes to a mobile vehicle is an important and challenging issue in itself. The previous work does not consider this issue and assumes such information is already available. Finally, they use centralized algorithms that have high complexity and may not scale to large network sizes. A distributed solution is more desirable in real network environments.

In this paper, we propose a novel real time recharging framework that optimizes the recharging policy under dynamic network conditions. Instead of nodes reporting their energy levels only after a long period, a scalable and efficient energy information aggregation protocol gathers battery levels continuously from all sensor nodes upon requests by the SenCar. The SenCar receives such information and makes recharging decisions based on the latest energy information. To deal with unpredictable emergencies where nodes may dramatically drain the battery in short time, the recharging of sensor nodes whose energy levels are below a critical threshold has high priority and takes precedence over those that can work for relatively long time with their residual energy.

We apply Named Data Networking (NDN) [10] techniques to gather and deliver energy information to the SenCar. To scale to large network sizes, we divide the network in a hierarchical fashion and the energy information is aggregated bottom-up through different levels. NDN uses names instead of locations to address data, which is a natural match for aggregated energy information that belongs to an area instead of any particular node. Thus the aggregated energy information can be addressed by the area’s name. NDN also supports mobile receivers because the routing states in intermediate nodes are constantly updated to follow the movements of receivers. This is important for the SenCar to receive the energy information timely after it changes its location.

We also study the conditions for perpetual operations of the network under such a recharging framework. We identify the energy neutral requirement (i.e., the energy replenished should be more than or equal to the energy consumed) and formally derive the probability for this condition to hold in a network. Given the network and SenCar parameters, an administrator can estimate the likelihood that the network can operate perpetually. Due to the unpredictable nature of external events, the SenCar may need to deal with multiple concurrent emergencies occurring in different locations. We study their optimal recharging policy and find that it can be formulated as an Orienteering problem [13], which has been studied before but only with computationally intensive solutions. We show that by taking reasonable approximations, it can be converted into a Knapsack problem.
problem, which has more efficient heuristics.

We make the following contributions in this paper. First, we propose a novel real time recharging framework for wireless sensor networks, consisting of a set of scalable and efficient NDN based energy aggregation and gathering protocols. The protocols satisfy both normal and emergency recharging needs for a mobile vehicle. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work capable of adapting to dynamic network conditions such as emergencies, and the first effort to apply NDN techniques to wireless sensor networks. Second, we formally define the energy neutral condition and analyze the theoretical probability for perpetual operations; we also discover that optimal recharging of multiple emergencies is an Orienteering problem, and further approximate it to a Knapsack problem with more efficient heuristics. Finally, we compare our real-time framework with the static approaches in [8], [9] and conduct extensive simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed framework. We validate the energy neutral analysis results, and show that the Knapsack approximation is within 99% of the exact solution under typical network parameters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related work. Section III outlines the framework and assumptions made in the network model. Section IV describes the operations and mechanisms of our protocol followed by Section V on deriving the energy neutral conditions and solving the optimal emergency recharging problem. Finally, Section VI shows simulation results and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Wireless Rechargeable Sensor Networks

Wireless rechargeable sensor networks have drawn interest from both academia and industry recently [6]–[9]. In [6], the impact of wireless charging technology on wireless sensor networks was investigated, and heuristic algorithms were developed to solve the deployment and routing problem. In [7], the problems of point provisioning and path provisioning were studied in a wireless rechargeable sensor network built from industrial wireless sensing platform and commercial off-the-shelf RFID readers. In [9], the scenario of periodically recharging each sensor node using a mobile charging vehicle was considered. A near-optimal solution was provided to calculate the optimal traveling path of the mobile car. It forms the shortest Hamilton cycle through all sensor nodes and maximizes the ratio of mobile car’s charging to idle time. In [8], the problem of joint optimization of effective energy charging and high-performance data collections with bounded tour length and data gathering interval was studied. A two-step approach was proposed to recharge the nodes with the least residual energy and maximize network utility.

The above work makes pioneering steps in this new area of wireless rechargeable sensor networks. However, none of them consider how the energy information is aggregated and reported to the mobile car, nor do they handle changes in energy levels that occur inevitably and unpredictably during long recharging cycles.

B. Named Data Networking (NDN)

Named Data Networking is a new network architecture proposed recently for the Internet [10]. In NDN, data are addressed by their names instead of hosting nodes’ locations. The operation is based on two types of messages, Interest and Data, and the communication is initiated by the receiver. A receiver interested in certain data sends Interest messages carrying the name of the desired data. The Interest message propagates in the network following FIB (Forward Interest Base) states towards nodes hosting desired data. It also leaves a “trail” of PIT (Pending Interest Table) states in intermediate nodes. Once the Interest reaches a node hosting the desired data, Data messages can follow PIT states to traverse back to the receiver. So far NDN research has largely focused on the Internet, with some efforts on mobile networking. Whether it can be used to satisfy the needs of wireless sensor networks is still unexplored. In this paper, we use wireless recharging as a case study to investigate its applicability in wireless sensor networks, and we find that it does have attractive benefits in our scenario.

III. A NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR WIRELESS RECHARGEABLE SENSOR NETWORKS

In this section, we describe the components, network model and assumptions for our NDN based wireless recharging framework. NDN has a few attractive benefits for our environment. First, by sending out new Interest packets, a mobile receiver can continuously update the routing states (i.e., PIT entries) in intermediate nodes. Data can follow the reverse paths traversed by the most recent Interest packets and reach the new location of the receiver. This solves the mobility issue of SenCar and ensures that the latest energy information can reach SenCar in a timely manner. Second, to scale to large networks, we divide the network in a hierarchical fashion and energy information is gathered in aggregated forms. Thus data is bounded to an area rather than any particular node. This makes a natural fit for NDN: data can be addressed using the area’s name.

A. Network Components

The network consists of the following components for building and maintaining the name hierarchy, querying energy information, and recharging the sensor nodes.

**SenCar:** The SenCar queries the network for energy information and recharges nodes based on the energy information collected.

**Head node:** A head is a sensor node delegated to aggregate energy information from its subordinate area. When requested by the SenCar (for top level heads) or by the head of the upper level (for other heads), a head queries energy information from subordinate sub-areas at the lower level, aggregates such information and sends to the requester.

**Proxy:** A proxy node aggregates emergencies from sensor nodes and reports such information to the SenCar when queried. Only top level head nodes are proxies.

**Normal Node:** A sensor node not selected as a head is a normal node. It reports energy information to head nodes, or
In Section IV-A, we give an overview of NETWRAP. The Real Time Wireless Recharging Protocol (NETWRAP) is first introduced. It is designed to ensure energy levels in the middle of the recharging process. Fig. 1 gives an example of a 2-level network with 2 areas (in red solid line), each further split into 2 sub-areas (in blue dash line). Each sub-area on the second level contains about 10 sensor nodes.

In NETWRAP, the SenCar obtains the most up-to-date energy information from sensors and makes recharge decisions in real time. The energy information is aggregated on heads at different levels. To be robust, the head is usually selected as the node having the maximum energy level in its area. This selection process is done at the beginning of network startup through the propagation of head selection messages. The details will be discussed in the next subsection.

To start a new round of energy information collection, the SenCar sends out an energy interest message to poll the heads on the top level. Once the heads receive such messages, they send lower level energy interest messages to their child heads in respective subordinate areas. This process repeats down in the head node hierarchy, until finally the bottom level energy interest messages reach the nodes in the bottom level subareas.

Once a sensor node receives a bottom level energy interest, it responds by sending out an energy message containing its ID and battery level. When the heads on the bottom level receive such energy messages, they select sensor nodes below a normal recharge threshold, and send the names of these nodes and their energy information in an energy message to their parent head nodes. This is repeated up the head node hierarchy, until finally the top level head nodes have the aggregated energy information and send it to the SenCar.

Note that in NETWRAP, for the purpose of reducing transmission overhead, the head is delegated partial responsibilities to pre-select sensor nodes to be recharged. This is done as the heads select the nodes with low energy level. In upper levels, a head selects the subordinate area which can be recharged with the most amount of energy. Thus the SenCar can replenish the network with more energy in one movement.

Such normal energy aggregation is conducted at the request of the SenCar. For emergency nodes that have dangerously low battery levels below an emergency threshold, they send out emergency messages to the proxy that manages its area. The route to its proxy is built by head selection messages from the proxy.

The SenCar monitors whether there is any emergency by sending out emergency interest messages after finishing recharging any single node. These messages are directed to proxies where lists of emergency node are stored. A proxy responds by sending back the emergent node names, estimated residual lifetimes and energy levels. The SenCar receives the message and follows the emergency recharge algorithm to recharge those nodes.

When a head node is low on energy, it can choose another node with high energy, and send out a head notification message to notify the latter to become the new head.

### A. Protocol Overview

In NETWRAP, the SenCar obtains the most up-to-date energy information from sensors and makes recharge decisions in real time. The energy information is aggregated on heads at different levels. To be robust, the head is usually selected as the node having the maximum energy level in its area. This selection process is done at the beginning of network startup through the propagation of head selection messages. The details will be discussed in the next subsection.

To start a new round of energy information collection, the SenCar sends out an energy interest message to poll the heads on the top level. Once the heads receive such messages, they send lower level energy interest messages to their child heads in respective subordinate areas. This process repeats down in the head node hierarchy, until finally the bottom level energy interest messages reach the nodes in the bottom level subareas.

Once a sensor node receives a bottom level energy interest, it responds by sending out an energy message containing its ID and battery level. When the heads on the bottom level receive such energy messages, they select sensor nodes below a normal recharge threshold, and send the names of these nodes and their energy information in an energy message to their parent head nodes. This is repeated up the head node hierarchy, until finally the top level head nodes have the aggregated energy information and send it to the SenCar.

Note that in NETWRAP, for the purpose of reducing transmission overhead, the head is delegated partial responsibilities to pre-select sensor nodes to be recharged. This is done as the heads select the nodes with low energy level. In upper levels, a head selects the subordinate area which can be recharged with the most amount of energy. Thus the SenCar can replenish the network with more energy in one movement.

Such normal energy aggregation is conducted at the request of the SenCar. For emergency nodes that have dangerously low battery levels below an emergency threshold, they send out emergency messages to the proxy that manages its area. The route to its proxy is built by head selection messages from the proxy.

The SenCar monitors whether there is any emergency by sending out emergency interest messages after finishing recharging any single node. These messages are directed to proxies where lists of emergency node are stored. A proxy responds by sending back the emergent node names, estimated residual lifetimes and energy levels. The SenCar receives the message and follows the emergency recharge algorithm to recharge those nodes.

When a head node is low on energy, it can choose another node with high energy, and send out a head notification message to notify the latter to become the new head.

### B. Protocol Design

We describe the detailed protocol assuming the head hierarchy has \( l \) levels.

1. **Head Selection**: After the areas and names have been configured, the network performs head selection from the bottom up starting at the \( l \)-th level. Since initially sensor nodes have
about the same level of energy, any of them may become a head. Each sensor node \( i \) generates a random probability \( x \). If \( x > K \), where \( K \) is a pre-determined threshold, the node floods a head selection message in its \( l \)-th level subarea, containing the name of this subarea, \( x_{\text{max}} = x \), and \( ID_{\text{max}} \) set to its own ID. Otherwise the node waits for messages from other nodes in the area.

A node receiving such a head selection message compares the \( x_{\text{max}} \) in the message with its local record \( x_{\text{max}} \). If its local record is larger, the message is discarded. Otherwise, the sensor updates its local \( x_{\text{max}} \) to that in the message, sets \( ID_{\text{max}} \) to that in the message, and forwards the message to its neighbors except the one that sent it this message. Finally the node with the maximum \( x \) wins the election and is recorded by all the nodes in this subarea as the head.

New heads at the \( l \)-th level then contend to become heads of the \((l - 1)\)-th level. They flood new head selection messages in the \((l - 1)\)-th level subarea, carrying the area’s name, their respective \( x \) values and IDs. Intermediate nodes perform similar comparisons. This will elect the heads at the \((l - 1)\)-th level. This process is repeated until head nodes of all levels are elected.

One difference for the head selection messages starting from the \((l - 1)\)-th level and up is that messages carrying smaller \( x \) than the local copy are not discarded. Instead, they are propagated throughout the respective subarea. This builds routing states in intermediate nodes of the subarea: An intermediate node has one entry for each child head, pointing to the neighbor from which the message from that head arrives first. Duplicate copies of the same message arriving later are discarded.

Such states are effectively FIB (Forward Interest Base) entries in NDN. Later a parent head at the \((k - 1)\)th-level can send energy interest messages to its child heads at the \( k \)-th level using such states. To build FIB entries for the 1st level head nodes, they each flood a top level head selection message throughout the whole network. Later the energy interest queries from the SenCar can use such states to reach them.

2) Normal Energy Interest Propagation: After the head hierarchy is constructed, the SenCar sends energy interest messages to query for nodes needing recharge. The energy information is gathered on demand, and top down in the hierarchy. We will describe normal energy information collection first. Emergency information is collected similarly, but with only top level heads involved to reduce latency.

For normal energy information, an interest message is sent by the SenCar (e.g., with data name set to “/energy/normal/*”, the energy information at all top level heads). Intermediate nodes use the FIB entries established by top level head selection messages to forward it to all top level head nodes. To guide the return of future data, an intermediate node also sets up a PIT (Pending Interest Table) entry pointing to the neighbor from which the interest message is received. Later energy information from a head can follow such directions to return to the SenCar.

Upon receiving an energy interest message, a first level head sends a new energy interest message to its child heads, with the data name set to all subareas of its children (e.g., from the head node of area \( /a \), “/energy/normal/a/*”)). Similarly, these messages reach all child heads following FIB entries. Intermediate nodes also set up PIT entries so later energy information from child heads can go back to their parent head. This process is repeated down the hierarchy, until finally heads at bottom level flood their respective subareas with interest messages.

3) Normal Energy Report and Node Recharge: When a sensor node receives a \( l \)-th level energy interest message, it responds with an energy message including its ID and residual energy. With the help of PIT entries, the message is returned to the head of the \( l \)-th level.

The head examines if the reported residual energy is less than the normal recharge threshold. If so, the ID of the node is added to a list, and the energy that can be recharged to this node is added to a summation counter. After the head has collected these messages, it sends an aggregation message, containing the list, the summation counter and its subarea name to its parent head. A parent head compares such messages from its child heads, selects the one with the largest summation counter (i.e., the bottom level subarea that can be recharged of the greatest amount of energy), and forwards to its parent head. This process is repeated upwards in the hierarchy. Finally, the SenCar receives one message from each top level head. The SenCar then moves to the bottom level subarea with the largest summation counter, and recharge those nodes in the ID list one by one. Only after recharging those nodes will the SenCar send another normal energy query.

The reason we delegate selection partially to head nodes is twofold. First, we expect much less variation in normal energy levels. Thus the SenCar can choose one bottom level subarea and finish recharging all listed nodes. Only after the whole subarea is recharged, we expect enough changes in normal energy distribution that warrants a new normal energy query from the SenCar. Thus it is not necessary to include the energy information from other sensors because that will be collected again. Second, this also keeps the return message sizes small and reduces overhead.

4) Emergency Energy Report and Node Recharge: Emergency energy report is slightly different due to the urgency. Each node periodically examines its energy level. If the level is below the emergency recharge threshold, it immediately sends an emergency message containing its ID and energy level to its proxy (i.e., its top level head node). Because the head node floods a top level head selection message during head election, the same FIB entries can be used to forward emergency messages to the head.

Instead of waiting for recharging a whole bottom level subarea, the SenCar sends out an emergency interest message to each proxy (i.e., the top level head nodes) after finishing recharging any single normal or emergency node. The proxies return their lists of emergency node IDs and energy levels, if there exists any. The SenCar interrupts its normal recharge, switches to emergency operation mode and recharge those nodes first. It switches back to normal operation mode when no more emergency is reported.
5) Head Hierarchy Maintenance: A head can be short on energy, which can happen once in a while because the head usually engages in more activities than a normal node. When this happens, a new head is needed. Because only heads of bottom levels contend for higher level elections, a head at any level is always the head of its bottom level subarea. It receives the energy reports from normal nodes in its bottom level subarea upon the normal interest query from the SenCar. So it can choose a node with the highest energy, and floods a head notification message to notify all nodes in the bottom level subarea of the new head.

The new head then triggers a new head election process in its \((l-1)\)-th level subarea. It propagates a new head selection message in its \((l-1)\)th subarea, but carrying its energy level instead of the random number \(x\). Other heads in this \((l-1)\)-th level subarea do the same. Then a new \((l-1)\)-th head with the maximum energy is elected. If this is the same head, the process stops. Otherwise, the new \((l-1)\)-th level head triggers the same process in its upper level subarea, until finally a new top level head is elected.

C. Summary of Protocol Design

We now summarize how we use NDN to route different messages briefly. First, FIB entries are established during the head selection process so that the interest message can be sent from parent head nodes to child ones. Second, the propagation of interest messages from the SenCar, or from parent to child heads, establishes PIT entries for later return of energy messages from top level heads or child heads. Third, FIB entries to top level heads (i.e., proxies) allow emergency nodes to send reports to proxies without waiting for the emergency interest queries from the SenCar, which minimizes latency.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

We investigate a couple important theoretical questions in this section. First, what is the condition for the network to operate perpetually? Second, when multiple emergencies occur, what is the optimal recharging policy such that no sensor node would exhaust energy and the total energy replenished into the network is maximized?

A. Energy Neutral Condition

A rechargeable sensor network achieves perpetual operation when the energy neutral condition holds, i.e., for each sensor node the energy provided is no less than the energy consumed in any arbitrarily large time period.

We assume that the energy consumption in each time slot on a sensor is a random variable. A long time period \(T_n\) is equally slotted into \(n\) slots. Let \(R_{T_n}\) and \(E_{T_n}\) denote the energy replenished and consumed for a sensor node during time period \(T_n\), respectively, and \(E_0\) denote the node’s initial energy. Thus the energy neutral condition is:

\[
R_{T_n} + E_0 \geq E_{T_n}
\]  

We first estimate a loose upper bound for \(R_{T_n}\). Intuitively, a SenCar reaches its maximum recharging capacity when it can “barely” keep up with the recharging needs. This is when it keeps recharging node after node without any idle time in between, and each node has almost zero energy before being recharged.

The SenCar can replenish at most the battery’s full capacity in the full recharge time \(T\). Thus the average recharge power \(R\) (i.e., the rate energy is replenished) for the whole network is the full battery capacity divided by the full recharge time (e.g., 780 mAh divided by 80 min for a Panasonic Ni-MH AAA battery [11]). The average recharge power \(r\) for each sensor node is \(R\) further divided by \(N\), the number of nodes. Thus, the upper bound of \(R_{T_n} = rT_n\).

\(E_{T_n}\) is a random variable and its probability distribution can be estimated using the central limit theorem. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The distribution of the energy consumption \(E_{T_n}\) of a sensor node in a long time period \(T_n\) asymptotically converges to a Normal Distribution.

Proof: We model the energy consumption of a sensor node in a unit time slot as an independent and identically distributed random variables \(X_1\) with mean \(\mu\) and standard deviation \(\sigma\). Using the Central Limit Theorem, the summation of many such i.i.d. random variables follow a Normal distribution of \(\mu(n) = n\mu(1)\) and \(\sigma^2(n) = n\sigma^2(1)\).

As a result, when the time period \(T_n\) is long enough, \(E_{T_n} \sim N(\mu(n), \sigma^2(n))\). Therefore, the energy neutral condition on a sensor node holds with the following probability:

\[
p = Pr\{R_{T_n} + E_0 > E_{T_n}\} = \Phi \left( \frac{R_{T_n} + E_0 - \mu(n)}{\sigma^2(n)} \right)
\]  

(2)

Given an application, \(p\) is a constant and can be calculated in Eq. 2. The probability to have \(k\) out of \(N\) sensor nodes working in a network follows a Binomial distribution (i.e., \(k \sim B(N, p)\)).

To illustrate how Eq. (2) can be used to estimate network longevity, we consider a concrete example comprised of 800 sensor nodes with the recharge function of Panasonic Ni-MH AAA batteries. For a time period \(T_n\) of 6 months and each time slot is 1 second, the average total energy recharged \(R_{T_n}\) for a sensor node is 76.18 KJ. Assume in an application the battery can last 32 days on average without recharge and the standard deviation is 1.5 times of the mean, which yields \(\mu(1) = 5.9\text{mJ}\) and \(\sigma^2(1) = 77\text{mJ}^2\). Using Eq. (2), we can calculate \(p = 0.71\). The mean value of binomial distribution is \(Np\), so on average we expect at most 568 nodes can work perpetually. Later in Section VI, we will see that this estimation is quite accurate, only about 10% higher than simulation results.

B. Emergency Recharge Optimization

We study the optimal recharge policy for multiple emergencies in this subsection. We consider the scenario where \(m\) emergency nodes need to be recharged and define \(T_{em}\) as the mean inter-arrival time of emergencies in a long run. The SenCar needs to recharge these nodes before they exhaust energy, and it should choose a recharging order to maximize

\(^1\text{We assume fully recharging batteries to avoid “memory effects” that can reduce the number of chargeable cycles.}\)
the amount of energy replenished into the network before a new emergency occurs (i.e., within time $T_{em}$).

This problem can be formulated into the famous Orienteering Problem (OP) [13]. In an OP, a set of control points associated with scores are visited by competitors before a time expiration. The competitor collecting the highest score wins the game. In analogy to the OP, the SenCar visits sensor nodes in a directed graph $G = (V, E)$, where $v_1$ is the starting location of the SenCar and $v_i$, $i \in \{2, 3, \ldots, m\}$ represents the emergent sensor locations to be visited. $E$ is the set of all paths among sensor nodes or the starting location of the SenCar. The profit $r_i$ at $v_i$ is the amount of energy replenished when recharging the node at this location to full capacity. The cost of traveling along the edge $e_{ij}$ is the traveling time from $v_i$ to $v_j$ (denoted as $t_{ij}$) plus the recharging time at $v_i$ (denoted as $t_i$).

To be consistent with the modeling of OP, we make the SenCar return to $v_1$ virtually after recharging all the selected nodes by setting $t_{1i} = 0$, $i \in \{2, 3, \ldots, m\}$, $t_1 = 0$, $r_1 = 0$. The objective is to maximize the total amount of energy refilled given the time constraint $T_{em}$. We introduce decision variables $x_{ij}$ for edge $e_{ij}$. The decision variable is 1 if an edge is visited, otherwise it is 0. $u_i$ is the position of vertex $i$ in the path. The formulation of the problem is shown below.

$$P1 : \max \sum_{i=2}^{m-1} \sum_{j=2}^{m} r_i x_{ij},$$  

Subject to

$$\sum_{j=2}^{m-1} x_{ij} = \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} x_{i1} = 1,$$  

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_{ik} = \sum_{j=2}^{m} x_{kj} \leq 1; \forall k = 2, 3, \ldots, m - 1$$  

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m-1} \sum_{j=2}^{m} (t_{ij} + t_i) x_{ij} \leq T_{em},$$  

$$x_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}; \forall i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, m,$$  

$$2 \leq u_i \leq m; \forall i = 2, 3, \ldots, m,$$  

$$u_i - u_j + 1 \leq m(1 - x_{ij}); \forall i, j = 2, 3, \ldots, m$$

Constraint (4) guarantees that the recharge path starts at 1 and finishes at 1. Constraint (5) ensures the connectivity of the path and that every vertex is visited at most once. Constraint (6) sets the time threshold to be $T_{em}$. Constraint (7) imposes $x_{ij}$ to be 0-1 valued. Constraints (8) and (9) eliminate the subtour in the planned route. The subtour elimination constraints are formulated according to [12].

There have been quite a few heuristics to solve the OP [14–17] and a recent survey is available in [13]. Tsiligirides [14] has developed a stochastic Monte Carlo technique and a divide-and-conquer method. Chao, et. al [16] proposed a five-step heuristic. However, they are all quite complex and a more efficient solution is desirable to find a solution in short time to avoid nodes exhausting energy. We have the following lemma.

**Lemma 2.** When recharging sensor node $i$ requires much more time than traveling from node $i$ to node $j$ (i.e., $t_j \gg t_{ij}$), the OP can be approximated as a Knapsack problem.

---

### Table I

**Accuracy of Knapsack Approximations to Exact Solutions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Emergencies $m$</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{em} = 300 \text{ min}$</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{em} = 400 \text{ min}$</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{em} = 500 \text{ min}$</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Emergencies $m$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{em} = 300 \text{ min}$</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{em} = 400 \text{ min}$</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{em} = 500 \text{ min}$</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Proof:** Once the traveling time $t_{ij}$ is negligible, Constraint (6) in the original OP formulation can be rewritten as $\sum_{i=2}^{m} t_i y_i \leq T_{em}$ where $t_i$ is associated with the item weight in a Knapsack problem. The item value is the amount of energy replenished $r_i$. $y_i$ is a 0-1 valued decision variable and is set to 1 only if $v_i$ is selected for recharge.

Thus we have a much simpler Knapsack formulation:

$$P2 : \max \sum_{i=2}^{m} r_i y_i,$$

Subject to

$$\sum_{i=2}^{m} t_i y_i \leq T_{em},$$

$$y_i = 1,$$

The complexity of Knapsack heuristic for $m$ emergencies takes $O(mT_{em})$ running time. It is much simpler and efficient to implement on the SenCar than the OP heuristics in [14–17].

To examine the accuracy of Knapsack approximation, we test several cases when the number of emergencies $m$ varies from 3 to 12, and compare the amount of energy recharged by Knapsack approximation against the exact solution. We assume a $200 \times 200\text{m}^2$ square field, the SenCar moving at a constant speed of 3 m/s, and the recharge function follows that of Panasonic Ni-MH AAA battery. The accuracy is defined as $1 - \frac{T_{em} - R_k}{R_e}$, where $R_k$ is the solution by Knapsack approximation and $R_e$ is the solution by exhaustive search. Table I shows that the accuracy is more than 99% for different parameter settings.

### VI. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we use simulation to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our framework. We have developed a discrete event-driven simulator using POSIX Thread programming in C language. We use two network sizes of 500 and 800 sensor nodes, uniformly randomly distributed over a $200 \times 200\text{m}^2$ and $250 \times 250\text{m}^2$ square field respectively. The network has a 3-level hierarchy with $4^l$ number of areas on the $l$-th level. The energy consumption on each sensor is a Gaussian random variable for each time slot. The relationship between recharged energy and recharge duration follows that of Panasonic Ni-MH AAA battery.

To understand the impact of different energy consumption rates and fluctuations, we adopt two node energy consumption rates $r_1^a \sim (4.2\text{mW}, 11\text{mW}^2)$ and $r_3^a \sim (5.9\text{mW}, 77\text{mW}^2)$. On average, a fully recharged battery can last for 45 and 32 days at...
$r_c^1$ and $r_c^2$ respectively. The standard deviation is chosen to be 0.8 and 1.5 times the corresponding mean rate to emulate small and large fluctuations in energy variation. All the parameter settings in the simulation are listed in Table II.

A. Protocol Performance Evaluations

1) Energy Evolution and Energy Distribution: First, we show the energy evolution in the network of 500 nodes at different consumption rates. In Fig. 2, the amount of energy consumed and replenished in every one-hour time slots is plotted as functions of simulation time. Fig. 2(a) shows that the recharged energy remains at zero until after about 500 hours, then it increases steadily and stops. This is because that none of the nodes need recharge until the normal recharge threshold (50% of capacity) is reached at about 500 hours.

As sensor nodes reach that threshold, the SenCar starts normal recharge. A node recharged at a later time has consumed more energy, thereby the SenCar puts back more energy to it. This corresponds to the increase of recharged energy from about 500 to 840 hours. The recharge process pauses when the SenCar has responded to every request and resumes when a new request is received. After the network enters equilibrium, the SenCar operates in a pattern of alternating between idle and recharge as shown in Fig. 2(a). Similar behavior of the SenCar is observed in Fig. 2(b) except that the idle time is shorter because of more frequent recharge due to a higher energy consumption rate.

The energy distributions among nodes carries valuable information about the health of the network. A distribution at a higher average energy is more robust to unexpected surges in energy consumption. Fig. 3 shows the energy distribution of a 500-node network with $r_c^1$ and $r_c^2$ after the network enters energy equilibrium. In Fig. 3(a), all the nodes maintain more than 50% of the energy indicating that the SenCar has enough capacity to work only in normal operation mode and recharge all nodes. However, in Fig. 3(b), some nodes have energy under the normal recharge threshold, indicating the possibility of emergencies and the SenCar may need to switch to emergency recharge mode occasionally.

2) Number of Emergencies: Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 compare the percentage of nodes in emergency and nonfunctional (i.e., energy at zero) situations for networks of 500 and 800 nodes with different energy consumption rates. The 500 node network at consumption rate $r_c^1$ has no emergency since all the nodes are recharged timely after their energy drops below the normal recharge threshold. As the network size or energy consumption rate increases, the energy of some nodes falls below the emergency recharge threshold. When the increase goes beyond the capacity of the SenCar, it cannot recharge all of them in time and some nodes may become temporally nonfunctional.

For the 500 nodes with $r_c^2$ and 800 nodes with $r_c^1$, there are a number of nodes in emergency and they become temporally nonfunctional at the beginning. After the networks enter equilib-
Average Response Time (h) | Network Size |
---|---|
Real-Time Approach | 1.0 | 0 |
Static Approach | 1.0 | 0 |
N = 500, r_c = 5.9mW,77mW^2 | 0.999 | 0 |
N = 500, r_c = 4.2mW,11mW^2 | 0.71 | 38

### B. Protocol Overhead and Cost Evaluations

1) Evaluation of Protocol Overhead: We evaluate the overhead introduced by our protocol, including all types of messages sent by sensor nodes or the SenCar to recharge nodes. Fig. 7 shows the average overhead per node in a 6 month period. The average overhead on each sensor node is from 4 to 7 bits per second, which is negligible compared to radio transmission rates in sensor nodes (e.g., 20 - 900 kbps). We also find that the overhead is slightly higher at the lower energy consumption rate, and much lower for the larger network size of 800 nodes. This can be explained by the difference between normal and emergency energy information gathering. In the 500-node network,
the SenCar has to collect energy information and performs normal recharge operation more frequently. More messages are produced during normal recharge operation in collecting energy information along the entire head hierarchy. However, in the 800-node network, there are more emergency situations and the emergency messages are directly reported to the proxies without propagation along the head hierarchy. Thus, the overhead in the 800-node network is less than the 500-node network.

2) Evaluation of SenCar Maintenance Cost: We use the total mileages the SenCar travels to evaluate the cost (e.g., the energy consumed) for the SenCar to move around. Fig. 8 shows the accumulated mileages in 6 months. For the network with 500 nodes and consumption rates at $r^c_1$, there is no emergency, and it takes long time for the energy of a node to drop below the normal recharge threshold, thus the SenCar seldom moves and has the least mileages. When the energy consumption rate increases to $r^c_2$ for the 500-node network, the energy of nodes drops much faster. As a result, the SenCar performs normal recharge more frequently and the mileages increase significantly.

For the network with 800 nodes and the energy consumption rate set to $r^c_2$, emergencies occur more frequently than the network with 500 nodes at $r^c_1$, thus the SenCar performs emergency recharge more frequently. Since it takes longer time to recharge a node in emergency, the SenCar moves less frequently and the mileages are less than 500 nodes with consumption rate at $r^c_2$. When the energy consumption rate increases to $r^c_2$, emergencies exist persistently and the SenCar performs emergency recharge all the time, which is presented in Fig. 8 as the mileages of 500-node network at $r^c_2$ exceed that of 800-node network at $r^c_2$ after 2520 hours, and the trend that the mileages of 800-node network at $r^c_1$ will also exceed that of 800-node network at $r^c_2$ shortly after 4320 hours.

C. Summary

The simulation results demonstrate that NETWRAP is very effective in achieving perpetual operation with high efficiency in wireless sensor networks. The SenCar has the capacity to maintain the network energy level and handle emergencies in large networks as no nodes deplete energy throughout the 6 month-simulation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for real time wireless energy recharging for wireless sensor networks. We develop a comprehensive set of protocols using NDN concepts and mechanisms to enable effective recharging for the perpetual operation of the network. The protocols adapt to unpredictable network conditions and satisfy the needs for both normal and emergency recharging. We formally analyze the probability for the energy neutral condition required by perpetual operations. We also model the optimal recharging of multiple emergencies as an Orienteering problem and provide a Knapsack approximation that has high accuracy under typical network environments. The extensive simulation results demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our framework, and the close match of energy neutral analysis with simulation results.
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